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Background

The Problem
• Decision makers lack knowledge of the

environmental benefits of adaptive reuse of
cultural heritage buildings and lack tools to
implement these projects.

• Circular Economy strategies seek to reduce the
total resources extracted from the environment
and reduce the wastes that human activities
generate in pursuit of human wellbeing.
Circular Economy concepts are well suited to
the building and construction sector in cities.
For example, refurbishing and adaptively
reusing underutilized or abandoned buildings
can revitalize neighborhoods whilst achieving
environmental benefits.

• Cultural heritage buildings hold a unique niche
in the urban landscape. In addition to shelter,
they embody the local cultural and historic
characteristics that define communities.
Therefore, extending their useful lifespan has
multiple benefits that extend beyond the
project itself to the surrounding area,
contributing to economic and social
development.

Circular Economy Strategies for Adaptive Reuse of Cultural 

Heritage Buildings to Reduce Environmental Impacts

Imagine buildings as product supply chain with cascading material 
use- based on Potting, et al., 2017. Circular Economy: measuring 
innovation in the product chain. PBL.

Design considered as a critical separate phase (missing from Life 
Cycle Analysis)
Building Materials Sourcing considered as separate stage
Embodied energy, impacts of occupancy stage and end-of-life of 
building
Participants/stakeholders at each stage of circularity considered 
(those with financial stakes as well as use/operate stage parties)

• Study uses structured review and synthesis of
the relevant literature to create a new
framework.

• Establishes new and comprehensive framework
for 46 circularity strategies for existing
buildings, addressing cultural heritage
preservation and environmental impacts.

The Solution

The Research Contribution

3 examples of the 46 cradle-to-
cradle strategies by level of 
increasing circularity
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Represents the way to to deal with the 
rising environmental, social and economic concerns 

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

thebridgetank.org

60-80% of greenhouse gas emissions

75% of natural resource consumption

50% of global waste production   

CITIES ALREADY ACCOUNT FOR:  

the involvement of cities for a truly transition 
towards the CE is necessary
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

One of the constitutive elements of a circular city is a circular
built environment, which is:

“designed in a modular and flexible manner, sourcing healthy
materials that improve the life quality of the residents, and
minimise virgin material use”

It offers:

- economic growth
- reduced environmental impacts
- improved quality of life

EMF 2017

wienerberger.co.uk
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

- Guides the transition towards more sustainable cities  
- Offers many benefits in the Built Environment 

in the following phases:  

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

CONSTRUCTION  PHASE 

UTILIZATION PHASE  

USAGE PHASE   

END OF LIFE PHASE 

EMF et al., 2015

is currently promoted through 
policy, urban and regional 

strategies as well as emerging as a 
relevant research sector

Marin & De Meulder, 2018

COULD CIRCULAR ECONOMY BE APPLIED IN HISTORIC URBAN AREAS? thebridgetank.org
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY FOR THE HISTORIC BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

Cultural Heritage represents the memory and identity of urban/territorial systems
Fusco Girard, 2018

CE models can only be oriented to the conservation of its functionality and “use values”
over time, identifying new uses / functions compatible with the conservation of
authenticity and integrity as well as contemporary needs

ADAPTIVE REUSE SEEMS TO BE THE MOST VIABLE SOLUTION TO APPLY 
CE IN THE 

HISTORIC BUILT ENVIRONMENT

CE adaptive reuse: an example in Matera city
Photo by Silvia Iodice, December 2018
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METHODOLOGY

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

Multidimensional Urban Metabolisms evaluations: which impacts of cultural heritage adaptive reuse 
in the perspective of the circular economy? How to assess the closing of loops in the environmental 

dimension, but also in the social, economic, cultural dimensions?

Theory
(objectives and 

evaluation criteria)

Practice
(models, tools, indicators)

Deductive approach Inductive approach

Feedback cycles
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CASE STUDIES ANALYSED  

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

In order to substantiate the above, the following three different case studies representing different examples of 
adaptive reuse have been analyzed – at different scales:

DE CEUVEL CASE STUDY 
(neighborhood)  

REHAFUTUR ENGINEER’S HOUSE CASE STUDY
(building) 

REDOCK PROJECT CASE STUDY
(landscape / village)  
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DE CEUVEL CASE STUDY 

The following targets have been established: 

• 100% renewable heating and electricity supply;

• 100% on site wastewater treatment;

• 100% on site wastewater treatment;

• 100% organic waste treatment;

• 100% on-site drinking water supply

De Ceuvel is a 
former industrial 

lot located in 
Amsterdam 
North that, 

through a series 
of 

transformations, 
has been turned 

into a 
sustainable 

area, thanks to 
the use of 
innovative 

technological 
solutions.

Caffè De Ceuvel, Photo by Silvia Iodice, June 2016

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice
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DE CEUVEL CASE STUDY 
The main peculiarity of De Ceuvel is 
represented by the use of retrofitted 
houseboats located on the land and used as 
offices with different functions for a period of 
ten years. 

As the soil is polluted and it was not possible 
to create an underground infrastructure, 
these boats are provided with:
• dry composting toilets
• a heat pump
• solar panels 
• biofilters for the treatment of grey water,
• phyto-remediating plants
These procedures have led to the creation of 
a sustainable workplace for creative and 
social enterprises, facilitating the 
development of a real community of 
entrepreneurs and artists, determining the 
formation of a cultural urban hub in which 
art, sustainability and technology coexist in a 
balanced way. 

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

https://yannickgregoire.n
l
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DE CEUVEL CASE STUDY 

De Ceuvel is part of a redevelopment area called “Buiksloterham” located in 
the northern part of Amsterdam, that is being transformed from an 
industrial zone into a mixed-use area that combines industrial, commercial 
and residential functions. In Buiksloterham the following goals have been 
established: 

- fully renewable energy supply with mostly local production;
- zero waste neighbourhood with a nearly 100% circular material flow;
- rainproof and resource recovery from wastewater (almost 100%);
- regeneration of ecosystems and self-renewing of natural capital;
- flexible infrastructure design and zero emissions local mobility;
- diverse and inclusive culture, and high livability metrics;
- strong local economy that stimulates entrepreneurship and the creation and

exchange of multiple kinds of value (social, environmental, cultural);
- healthy, safe and attractive environment with recreational activity space for all

residents.

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice
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URBAN METABOLISM  

The technologies used are able to facilitate the closure of the cycles and allow the reduction of input and output
resource flows, in line with the principles of circular Urban Metabolism:

https://www.nadinegalle.com/blog/2018/11/21/what-cities-can-learn-from-human-bodies

«the sum of the technical and socio economic processes 
that occur in cities, resulting in growth, production of 
energy, and elimination of waste» Kennedy et al., 2007

This concept can be applied to different scales, so both 
to entire neighborhoods like De Ceuvel but also to 
individual buildings; 

Cultural Heritage adaptive reuse in general allows 
reducing the raw material flows in input, using already 
existing resources and at the same time can reduce the 
output flows related to the construction of new 
buildings, together with the use of sustainable and 
compatible technologies that allow to improve the 
environmental performances in the use phase. 

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice
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Now converted into offices, the major intervention realised in the process of adaptive
reuse consisted of improving the building thermal insulation.

To preserve the heritage value of the original construction, materials were reused.

Several are the environmental, social and economic sustainability advantages
resulting from the application of CE principles to this renovation project

Rehafutur Engineer’s House, a historical mining
house in the Northern France UNESCO heritage
site, is one of the sites included in the EU’s project
CAPEM (Cycle Assessment Procedure for Eco-
impacts of Materials) aimed at assessing the
effectiveness of renewable materials for insulation

12

REHAFUTUR ENGINEER’S HOUSE CASE STUDY

IMPROVED INDOOR AIR QUALITY AND COMFORT

REDUCED OPERATING COSTS IN THE “IN USE” PHASE  

REDUCED MATERIALS COSTS   

MOTIVATION AND PRIDE FOR THE WORKERS     

RELEVANT DEMONSTRATIVE IMPACT   

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice
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• ReDock targets to operate 10 villages around the world in 
the next 5 years

• The villages are expected to be financial independent after 
two years

• The ownership of the villages differs per location

• All villages are located in an area where eco-restoration is, 
or will take place

• Users will be corporates, NGO-employees, government 
officials, researchers, teachers, start-ups, digital nomads, 
students and visitors

• Users have an active contribution to develop the village 
further

• The village will be a knowledge hub for innovation

• The village will have high-speed internet and fully 
operational workplace facilities

• The village will operate on state of the art sustainable 
energy sources

• Construction has started on the first village, near Murcia in 
Spain
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REDOCK PROJECT CASE STUDY 

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

Connect to nature //
Connect to green business //
Connect to the future //
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• A cooperation of Dutch entrepreneurs have shown 
interest and support the initiative;

• The organization of 200 local Spanish farmers is 
fully aligned and cooperative;

• 250k of seed capital has been committed;

• The design development is validated;

• At this moment, 4 residential units are pre-leased;

• There are a few local project managers on site;

• The first residential building is being reconstructed

14

REDOCK PROJECT CASE STUDY 

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

Cooperative and mutually supportive financial system
Business model based on re-localization and synergic / symbiotic value chains in the area
Self-sufficiency objective and self-regeneration of natural capital, built capital, human and social capital
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RELEVANCE WITH THE CLIC EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
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In relation to the previously described case studies, a system of indicators is proposed in order to assess the impacts of the adaptive reuse projects
according to the three following levels of circularity (Gravagnuolo et al., 2017, 2018):

- Cultural values conservation/regeneration

that in De Ceuvel case study is enhanced by the boat reuse as well as by the organization of different kinds of events. In Rehafutur this
happens because the reuse process has contributed to the conservation of tangible and intangible heritage values and finally in Redock
because the reuse project regenerates natural and cultural heritage and landscape, providing also additional educational and demonstrative
value.

- Circularity of conservation interventions

that in De Ceuvel is clearly evident in the healthy urban metabolism that has been achieved while in Rehafutur is achieved thanks to the
technical choices of adaptive reuse and finally in Redock through the development of a self-sustainable energy and food system recovering
traditional agricultural farming techniques mixed with efficient technological solutions (e.g. renewable energy grid, digital technology).

- Circularity of outcomes coming from reuse initiatives

that in De Ceuvel is achieved through the development of smart financial scenarios, while in Rehafutur is achieved thanks to the increased
attractiveness and to the employment opportunities and finally in Redock through the attractiveness for creative and innovative entrepreneurs,
new jobs in rural areas, new jobs in digital technology, regeneration of rural ecosystems at a larger scale.

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice
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Towards a matrix of relevant evaluation criteria / indicators
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- Cultural values conservation/regeneration

 De Ceuvel – Educational activites; Demonstrative actions (awareness raising); Conservation of manufacts related to Dutch culture;
Communication of heritage values.

 Rehafutur – Tangible heritage values conservation; Demonstrative project (awareness raising); Pride.

 Redock – Landscape heritage regeneration; Traditional farming conservation; Recovery of abandoned heritage buildings.

- Circularity of conservation interventions

 De Ceuvel – Closed cycles of energy, water, materials, organic materials and wastes.

 Rehafutur – No waste of materials; Reuse of materials and objects; Energy efficiency systems; Recycled and renewable materials.

 Redock – Own renewable energy grids; Water and materials reuse; Digital infrastructure.

- Circularity of outcomes coming from reuse initiatives

 De Ceuvel – Attractiveness of the area for creative and innovative entrepreneurs/firms; Social activities; Community-building; Circular financial
system (local currency, Buikslotherhams incentives and revolving fund), etc…

 Rehafutur – Attractiveness of the experience as demonstrative project; Example for local owners and community; Employment opportunities.

 Redock – Attractiveness for residents (even temporary), visitors, creative and innovative entrepreneurs, digital workers – through natural and
cultural heritage regeneration; Healthy environment and lifestyle; sustainable financial system and business model, etc…

Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice
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CONCLUSIONS 

17Antonia Gravagnuolo | Roberta De Angelis | Silvia Iodice

How to evaluate impacts in relation to Urban Metabolism at different scales ?
Which are the necessary tools? ?

- The case studies described show that many successful experiences of 
adaptive reuse are already in place;

- each case is different and has its own specificity;

- what is still lacking is the definition of an evaluation framework capable of 
capturing simultaneously the economic, social and environmental impacts;

- the concept of Urban Metabolism and Metabolic Impact Assessment 
lends itself well to being used;

- This metabolic analysis is able to combine the multiscalarity that inevitably 
characterizes the impacts of adaptive reuse of Cultural Heritage

www.urban-waste.eu

Open Questions:
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“Circular Economy is a production and
consumption processes that require the
minimum overall natural resource extraction
and environmental impact by extending the
use of materials and reducing the
consumption and waste of materials and
energy. The useful life of materials are
extended through transformation into new
products, design for longevity, waste
minimization, and recovery/reuse, and
redefining consumption to include sharing
and services provision instead of individual
ownership. A CE emphasizes the use of
renewable, non-toxic, and biodegradable
materials with the lowest possible life-cycle
impacts. As a sustainability concept, a CE
must be embedded in a social structure that
promotes human well-being for all within the
biophysical limits of the planet Earth.”
(Gillian Foster, 2019 forthcoming)

CIRCULAR MODELS LEVERAGING INVESTMENTS
IN CULTURAL HERITAGE ADAPTIVE REUSE
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Text from https://www.clicproject.eu/objectives/

Expected impacts of the project

1. “Validation of integrated approaches and strategies for cultural heritage adaptive reuse, comprising 
innovative finance with high leverage capacity, business models and institutional and governance 
arrangements that foster multi-stakeholder involvement, citizens and communities’ engagement and 
empowerment;

2. New investments and market opportunities in adaptive reuse of cultural heritage, also stimulating the 
creation of start-ups;

3. An enabling context for the development and wide deployment of new technologies, techniques and 
expertise enhancing industrial competitiveness and contributing to economic growth, new skills and jobs;

4. Innovative adaptive reuse models that are culturally, socially and economically inclusive;
5. Contribution to implementing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Goals 1, 15, 11 particularly) and 

the United Nations New Urban Agenda.”
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S18: Is the Circular Economy able to transform the built 
environment in cities?

1. The environmental impacts of cultural heritage buildings: a circular economy perspective 
FOSTER, Gillian and KREININ, Halliki

2. Circular Economy strategies in the historic built environment: Cultural heritage Adaptive Reuse 
GRAVAGNUOLO, Antonia

3. The circular character of building tradition: Which challenges for the HUL approach?
ACRI, Marco

4. Embracing circularity. Individual factors in implementing innovation 
ROSZCZYNSKA-KURASINSKA, Magdalena and DOMARADZKA, Anna

5. Circular economy concepts for cultural heritage adaptive reuse implemented through smart 
specializations strategies

STANOJEV, Jermina
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Institute for Ecological Economics, WU
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 Circular Economy (CE) (in general): aspirational and
universal goal & suite of strategies for transitioning to a
sustainable, and low-carbon economy based on slowing
extraction and renewing resources

 Cultural Heritage (CH) adaptive reuse aligns well with CE:
embodied energy of old buildings; durability of old buildings
(quality materials); building waste reduction; additional
material demand-reduction (for new buildings); retrofit energy
& efficiency measures reduce operational energy

 Environmental indicators provide a non-monetary measure
of environmental quality and human impact to:
 define the state of environmental quality;
 set the baseline; & 
monitor progress

Defining CE, CH, and Sustainability Indicators
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“Adaptive reuse of urban cultural heritage 
buildings is a nexus issue.” 
 Transdisciplinary
 Complex
 Interactive variables with feedback 

loops

Research Objective – Explore the “Adaptive Reuse Nexus”

Sustainable Urban 
and Rural 

Development

Cultural 
Heritage 

Buildings & 
Sites

Environmental 
Impacts of 
Buildings
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1. What are the circular environmental impact indicators used by individual adaptive reuse of 
CH building project analyses?

2. Are the most commonly used indicators reflecting CE concepts and important policy 
initiatives in the building sector today?

Research Questions
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 Indicators are used 
for:

 Policy Development 
at all Levels

 Linking the macro to 
the micro level’s of 
governance and 
management

 Circular Economy & 
Clean Low Carbon 
Energy Indicators

 SDGs, etc.

Relevance of Circular Environmental Indicators to Adaptive 
Reuse of CH in Our Methodology

-Cross Border 
Regional-

European Union

-Global-
United 
Nations

-National-
Finland, China

-Regions-
Brussels Reg, 

Catalonia,  Slovenia, 
Lapland 

-Cities-
Amsterdam,

Paris

Individual CH 
Buildings

Macro

Clusters of CH 
Buildings

Historic City 
Centers

Churches, 
Castles, 

Breweries, etc.

Homes, 
Apartment 

Buildings, etc.

Former 
Industrial 

Zones

Meso

Micro

Our Dataset
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 A systematic review, including a structured
literature review, is an approach that
“locates existing studies, selects and
evaluates contributions, analyses and
synthesizes data, and reports the evidence
in such a way that allows reasonably clear
conclusions to be reached about what is
and is not known” (Denyer and Tranfield,
2009)

 Qualitative Content Analysis of Documents
 Google Scholar, SCOPUS and Web of

Knowledge
 Key words - “sustainable construction”,

“green-buildings”, “indicators”, “ecological”
"environmental impact", “heritage”
“buildings”, “culture”, “cultural”, "adaptive
reuse" “decision support”, “multi-criteria”

9

Research Overview

 171 Peer reviewed journal articles and
reports were read- (culled from 226 docs)

 113 met the minimum level for inclusion in
the database

 2008-2017 time frame
 Excel database
 Articles coded “in vivo” and according to

“magnitude” of environmental indicators,
divided based on methods tools, and
metrics of environmental impact
assessment

Method New Dataset
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Coding – Level of Reference to Indicators Ranked

1 Indicator(s) of environmental impact present. One or more 
indicators for a specific case study (building or group of buildings)

2 Aggregate indicator(s) of environmental impacts present. Ranking 
assessed according to LEED BREEAM or similar for a specific case 
study  (building or group of buildings or area)

3 References specific quantitative indicators at the general or macro 
level (city, sector, nation, global).  

4 Narrative reference to environmental impact, environmental 
benefits.  No quantitative data at any level provided. 

An indicator should be relevant, clear, specific, measurable, and actionable.
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Snapshot – Category 1
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Hu M https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2017.01.076 -2017 "Balance between energy conservation and 
environmental impact: Life-cycle energy analysis and life-cycle environmental impact analysis Energy 
and Buildings 140: 131-139.

1 Four impact categories (global warming potential, ozone depletion potential, human health particulate 
potential, and smog potential) were measured and their correlation with primary energy demand was 
analyzed. 

CO2  equivalent, etc.six different energy performance targets
embodied energy:   GJ/m2   OR  as % of LCE 
energy efficiency:    kBtu/sq ft/year
Global Warming Potential in KBTu
global warming potential (GWP), ozone depletion potential (ODP), smog potential (SP), and human 
health potential (HHP) mentioned, also over lifespan 
Life Cycle Energy: kWh/m2;   OR   MJ;   OR   MJ/m2/year
LCA-life-cycle energy analysis and a life-cycle environmental impact analysis

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2017.01.076
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Preliminary Results 1
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2- Aggregate Indicator(s) 3- General Macro Ind. 4-Narrative incl. Env.
Impact

5-No Indicators

Overview of Dataset
Rankings of 171 Documents

• The majority of CH projects 
make some reference to 
Env. Impacts.

• 18% Detailed Indicators
• 6% Aggregate / LEED 

BREEAM
• 44% No Indicators

18%

6%
6%

36%

44%

1 2 3 4 5
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Preliminary Results 2 - Snapshot
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Which Env. Impact Indicators? (51 docs of 1-3)

Category
True 

Indicators

Category
Mentioned / 
No Indicator

-water 10 4
-energy (incl embodied
energy)

40 4

-emissions (incl CO2, 
SOx, NOx, operational 
CO2)

24 4

-land use 3 10
-C&D waste to landfill 6 13

embodied as MW/ ton or CO2 equiv.
4

energy efficiency - kWH / m2/ year,  
BTU/ year
19

Energy consumption kWh/m2/year  
MW/ year - (Electricity / fossil fuels for 
heating)
3

LEED points
7
CO2 in tons per year
16
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1. What are the circular environmental impact indicators used by individual adaptive reuse of 
CH building project analyses?

Embodied Energy and CO2. Materials are under represented.

1. Are the most commonly used indicators reflecting CE concepts and important policy 
initiatives in the building sector today?

Yes, and No.  Energy is represented. Contribution of recycled materials is not adequately 
represented. The C&D waste reduction goals are not included. 

Implementation of Env. Indicators is still low. Only 18% of the sample (30, n=171)
The rating schemes play a large role in framing environmental impact in the sample. 

Back to Research Questions – Preliminary Conclusions
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Compare to EU Environmental Circularity Indicators

15Source-https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/circular-economy/indicators/monitoring-
framework
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16Det här fotot av Okänd författare licensieras enligt CC BY

https://tonyburgess1969.net/2016/07/01/thank-you-you-know-who-you-are/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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• The traditional vs contemporary building techniques (in the linear 
economy): The Historic building site: Materials, technologies, skills. 

The issue of maintenance;
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The Traditional techniques, as developed until the 19th century

The maintenance and restoration in historic building sites havae always be circular, for different 
reasons:

• Low labour costs/manpower
• High costs of materials

• High costs of infrastructures and transportation modes
• Difficult transportation modes inside and outside the building material

• Difficulty in production of raw materials
The maintenance and Importance of creative 

design, also in the historic practice



What about Genius Loci? Territorial 
or social identity? Sense of Place?
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Genius Loci

Genius Loci refers to the specific creative inputs that is generated by a specific 
territory. Historic development associated to climatic conditions create different, 

peculiar, place oriented human responses for adaptation.

This means that the tangible manifestations of human adaptations represent a 
proof of the history of a territory.

Traditional buildings, as well as traditional crafts and knowledge are expressions 
of the genius loci, of the adaptation of human beings to specific environments, 

beyond cultural “contaminations” and before globalization trends.
Genius loci may be visible in architecture, infrastructural solutions, landscaping, 

crafts and popular rituals and festivities. 
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Genius Loci

BUT IS THIS THE
PRODUCT OF
PRESENT
GENERATIONS, IS
THIS PART OF
PERSONAL
IDENTITY?
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Sense of Place

Sense of place is for many corresponding to the genius loci, although it should be understood with 
an additional dimension, the social one. The sense of place indeed refers to the present use of the 

place in line with its genius loci

The sense of place reflects the historic development, the peculiarities that made a space place for 
a specific group of individuals in time. Sense of place refers to the use of the space.

Traditional buildings and local traditions give the “tangible” contextualisation of the place and 
their respect, maintenance, contribute to the preservation of this sense.

If a traditional architecture may be considered unique or peculiar, the sense of place make it even 
more unique. The sense of place contribute to the quality of life as one is relating to his own 

environment.
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Genius Loci

BUT THIS IS NOT
THE PRODUCT OF
PRESENT
GENERATIONS, 
THIS IS NOT
PEOPLE IDENTITY



The morphology of the city and the 
typology of historic urban buildings. 

Urban preservation and Historic 
Urban Landscape;
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Sense of Place

The conservation of historic urban areas became the key issues in the 1975 European Architectural 
Heritage Year

The modern urban conservation methodology, which has developed since the 1970s considers one 
of the basic issues “how you define the significance of the built heritage in reference to social-

functional, historical-structural, and aesthetic-visual aspects, within the context of the urban 
morphology of the settlement concerned. We also need to understand this settlement within its 

social, cultural, economic and environmental context. There are planners, who base their projects 
on the evaluation of the architectural and historical merits of individual buildings. Often, this means 
identifying some characteristics that represent those qualities or value judgments. Such buildings 

can then be adapted to new uses with the condition that these qualifying characteristics are 
maintained or preserved. As a result, there is a risk to lose the qualities of the historic urban 

territory.
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HUL or Panorama?

C WHLOVERS
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Integrated Urban Conservation – Morphology and Typology

The idea of integrated urban conservation, instead, is based on the recognition of the historic 
urban morphology, and the integrity and authenticity of associated urban fabric within the context. 
The morphology is based on the gradual evolution of the historic city in response to the evolving 
local economic structure. As a result, research is needed in the identification of the functional and 

architectural typology of the urban fabric. These analyses and associated verification of the degree 
of conservation of the traditional typology, the present use and condition of the built structures as 

well as open areas, can be taken as a reference for the assessment of strategies for rehabilitation, 
and assessment of the limits of change compatible with potential new uses. 

Consequently, we should look at the issue of adaptive reuse primarily in reference to the 
historic urban context, and secondly in reference to the typology and historical stratigraphy 

that the individual structures represent.
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Urban Morphology and the Insertion of the New
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Integrated Urban Conservation – Morphology and Typology

Breaking the Urban Tissue and the urban typologies may generate trends of 
excessive tout-court innovation that in the long run totally change the urban 

character.

The relationship between interiors and exteriors in architecture are strong in the 
building techniques evolution. Excessive, continuous changes in the interiors, as 
much as in the exteriors, take to misunderstandings of the local authenticity, 

beyond the loss of structural, material and “visual” integrity.

The HUL approach is a global evolution of the Modern Urban Conservation 
Methodology and the principle is how to guarantee an urban ecology – not 

merely generating new urban dynamics
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What is Circularity and Urban Contexts (HUL)

Use instead of property ownership – how individual choices are impacting? Democracy?

Common Goods and 
Common Pool Resources

Democratization, but within
the rules and the limits

Economy of use not of 
ownership



Circular Economy in urban contexts: 
sustainability, complementarity, 
social integration, use and not 

ownership.
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What is Circularity and Urban Contexts (HUL)

CIRCULAR MODELS IN HERITAGE ADAPTIVE REUSE REFER TO DIFFERENT LEVELS AND
SUBJECTS:

• Respect of integrity and authenticity – promoting maintenance instead of renewal

• Materials recycling and re-scaling – generating virtuous mechanisms that reproduce the historic building
site

• Objects/Finishings/Furniture reuse and re-scaling - generating virtuous mechanisms that reproduce the
historic building site

• Multifunctionality – giving the urban tissue intensity in use

• Generation of economies based on culture and nature – this means creating an aesthetic community
• Resilience as regenerating -
• Retrofitting – as respecting integrity
• Community/collectivity engagement or simple awareness
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What is Circularity and Urban Contexts (HUL)

Circulare economy in urban context must then act at different levels, not only in the buildings adaptive
reuse:

it is about objects – the micro scale
It is about buildings and their maintenance – the meso scale
It is about about urban ecosystems – the macro scale

More than punctual projects, the importance is given to governance, that is how micro-meso and
macro are interrelated.
To reach the micro awareness raising is needed, as well as acting on the level of commons;
To reach the meso awareness raising should be merged to training, given that professionals
themselves do not promote the “right thing”;
To reach the macro, courageous policies should be put in place, recognizing the primary role of
culture and nature in the citizens well-being
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